
Welcome to PMEGA

A Deflationary token with Holder Rewards & Automated Liquidity Acquisition.

PMEGA Team
Info@pixelmega.com
https://pixelmega.com

PMEGA Protocol includes highlights of current and traditional methods of a
cryptocurrency eliminating some negatives that can be problematic over time. Offering
smart contract functions such as rewarding members on each trade, helping the token
with added liquidity and the reduction of tokens through burn can help the user
experience.

When a reward is high it usually comes at a loss in other ways.  For example if the
tokenomics creates a reward of a high % to holders the loss must be absorbed by the
user in the trade at the same high %.  This can deter large transactions and involvement.

With the PMEGA smart contract a user won’t be penalized heavily on every transaction
as it was created with 4% tokenomics through Reflection, LP Liquidity & Burn.
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MISSION

To provide users with a safe space in BSC to enter into a rewarding experience.
Community projects that will allow involvement and opportunities in and outside the
scope of the smart contract.  Our goal is to allow opportunities for all inside and out of
the community. PMEGA PERFORMED A TRUE FAIR LAUNCH - NO HYPE LAUNCH.

PMEGA has been designed strategically with low transactional tax (buy & sell) with great
tokenomics that will contribute to the longevity of the project.

Our mission is to create a stable token that increases in value through added liquidity
from all the programs that will be presented through PixelMega.com.

All liquidity has been added by the creator (1 person) and not on the backs of holders
through any ICO.  Liquidity is locked until 03/2024.  This creates a safe environment for
tokens in and tokens out.  This helps our integrity.

Pixel Mega.com will be creating 3 programs in 2022 including an NFT Marketplace that
will allow opportunity and safe keeping for members to secure their ebooks, art, digital
assets and so much more.  The ideal location for users to enjoy low fees and the best
possible experience. More information to be announced on the official site of Pixel Mega
as it becomes available.

PMEGA OFFICIAL ADDRESS
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PMEGA  TOKENOMICS

TOTAL 4%   -   TRANSACTIONAL TAX

REFLECTION:   2% IN HOLDER REWARDS

Upon each swap / trade    2% of each token transaction will be used to reward all
holders of PMEGA to help increase tokens in their wallets.

AUTO LIQUIDITY   1% ADDED

Upon each swap / trade 1% of each token transaction will be automatically added
to liquidity for the PMEGA token.  The idea of this  process was to create a low
percentage tax adding value for the long term and future value of the token.

BURN RATE:     1% TOKEN BURN RATE

Upon each swap / trade 1% of each token transaction will be sent to a wallet for
infinite burn.  The reduction of tokens over our planned long term lifespan will
help with our overall tokenomics purpose.
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FULL TRANSPARENCY TOKEN ALLOCATION

PMEGA OFFICIAL ADDRESS -  BINANCE SMART CHAIN
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INITIAL SUPPLY: 1,000,000,000,000,000
LIQUIDITY: 03/21/2022 214,000,000,000,000 (Pancakeswap)

MEGA BURN: 02/06/2022 500,000,000,000,000 (2 transactions)

03/12/2022 186,000,000,000,000 (3 transactions)

4%  DEV WALLET: 13,593,569,230,810

4%  of tokens will remain in the dev wallet for the team for all the hard work in creating
the token, website and promoters.

1.9% PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: 6,000,000,000,000

1.9% of tokens will be held for new programs created such as an NFT Marketplace. Keep
in mind each program built through PixelMega.com will help contribute to the next
program and opportunity through earnings from each program.

2% Future Liquidity & Awareness: 7,000,000,000,000

2% of tokens will be allocated to program liquidity, building project awareness.

4% Airdrops & Contests 11,500,000,000,000

Tokens distributed over time to help promote token programs and projects.

CIRCULATING SUPPLY 314,000,000,000,000



IMPORTANT INFORMATION FROM THE PROJECT CREATOR

I feel it is important to be as transparent as possible regarding the PMEGA project
and to the community now and forever.

There is absolutely no guarantee to make money for any holder or potential user
of any of the PMEGA programs.  I have built it with honesty and integrity with the
intention to offer the community an opportunity.  I have witnessed so many
projects fail due to dishonesty and ulterior motives. I would love to become a
millionaire but I will never create wealth by pulling the rug from under the project
that I am proud of and the community that has trusted in.

The project started with one person (Glen Campbell)  having an idea of creating a
project that is fun and possibly rewarding to anyone involved.  Glen has devoted
countless hours, money and hard working equity to obtain, create & launch
PixelMega.com and the PMEGA BEP20 token you see today.

Everything you see inside the PMEGA community which already exists and will
exist in our roadmap are as follows:

● Official Website: https://pixelmega.com

● Official Contract:
0x3ea6f95f1cfa573dcb25b79953406a5e030aafaf

● Crypto Domain: pixelmega.crypto  (future use)

● Projects: CoinFlic.com | CryptoTrustScore.com (July 2022)
● These Programs will help improve awareness on tokens & projects to help

eliminate scams and rug pull projects for a safer crypto space.

● NFT Marketplace: Pixelmega.com/nft (2023 4th Quarter)

● Community Will Vote On Future Projects (01-03 / 2023)

Please support a project that means so much to me and hopefully to millions of
people around the world very soon.  :)

Glen Campbell

https://pixelmega.com
https://coinflic.com
https://www.cryptotrustscore.com
https://pixelmega.com/nft

